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Hoyle, the last surviving Medal of Honor recipient. The following attached file contains the original English language files
installed with Medal of Honor: Airborne. The export of gold and other metal had been a major source of taxation, and the

position of the Portuguese crown was particularly suspect as a result. On the eve of the catastrophic War of the Spanish
Succession in the late 17th century, a wave of anti-Catholicism ran roughshod through Europe, and with the execution of the

Jesuits, the French Revolution and the atrocities at Teutoburg Forest, the "Oldenburger Bluecher" of Prince Frederick William
of Prussia became the most famous war hero of the era. This however did not go down well with Spain who saw a further

opportunity to blame the Habsburg monarchy and ignore their previous agreement to support the Duke Charles in Germany.
With the Dutch Republic entering the War of the Spanish Succession on the side of Austria, Spain, having gained a pro-Catholic
ally in the Netherlands, was not keen on having the Dutch and Protestant Frederick William in their backyard. It was only when

Britain also entered the conflict on the side of the Duke that the Spaniards were forced to make a side with the French, and
when this fact came to the ears of the English who could see the expansion of their colonies at stake, the British sided with the

Dutch despite their alliance with France.[31] The development of a new military technology, "the horse", produced a significant
tactical advantage, as armies could now move faster and could cover larger distances.[32] This had a major impact on warfare,
as cavalry, which were the principal weapons of the early age, gradually lost their dominance to infantry, which grew in number
and fought using the firepower of musket fire. By the early 18th century, most armies were made up of a solid line of infantry

in which each soldier carried his own musket. Muskets were cheap, easy to produce, highly reliable and fired a far more
powerful and accurate round than the older matchlocks. Previously, to fight in a battle order required cavalry to charge the
enemy, at which point they would have to dismount and struggle on foot, which was a slow and hazardous procedure, and

offered no tactical flexibility. The musket revolutionized warfare, as it was as simple to fit a
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